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More.
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WIN A HOLIDAY
TO CORNWALL
STAYING IN A LUXURY
WATERSIDE TOWNHOUSE...

I C O N I C L O C AT I O N S
Pride of Britain is a collection of 50 of the finest independent

Don’t miss your chance to win a
luxury three-night stay, courtesy
of Cornish Gems, to Cornwall’s
newest and most desirable
waterside destination. North
Quay Beach House is set within
the striking scenery of the Hayle
estuary, with World Heritage
Status, a beautiful sandy beach
and picturesque harbour, plus
three more miles of golden
sands stretching from Hayle
Towans to Godrevy and the
striking lighthouse.

British hotels.

Discover them all online today: www.prideofbritainhotels.com
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TRAVEL NEWS
Reignite your passion for travel this
autumn with our selection of what's new from
hotels, restaurants, and visitor attractions
across the British Isles
10 OF THE BEST AUTUMN
STAYS
We all want somewhere gorgeous to stay – and
these places are certainly that – but they also
have a little extra to add to the holiday vibe
STYLE EDITS
Travel souvenirs and gifts lovingly
made for the discerning traveller
FOR YOUR JOURNEY
Bookshelf and crossword

GOODWOOD

GRAPE MINDS THINK ALIKE
Meet the five passionate producers
who have come together to form a new
premium wine region: the Vineyards of the
Surrey Hills
SKIING IN THE HIGHLANDS
Clean crisp air, breathtaking views of
peaks and pines, miles of pure white snow –
and you don’t have to leave the UK

ESTATE

With over 12,000 acres of nature walks, health and
wellbeing treatment rooms, sustainable farming, new
wellness experiences, and divine mouth-watering
home-grown food, a stay at the Goodwood Hotel has
more delights besides its renowned vintage cars, planes
and world-famous festivals.

MY CULINARY JOURNEY
TOM KERRIDGE
Owner of the first pub to win two Michelin
stars, Tom Kerridge reflects on his stratospheric
success and his 2021 new launch
ENGLISH WHISKY
Discover the English distillers
showing they can compete with
Scotland's most famous export

70
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flows at a
the words ‘Goodwood’, and I home-grown organic food. Life
different pace at Goodwood.
would immediately reminisce
Goodwood has been home to the
to previous years of the
same family for over 300 years. Each
Revival, dressing up in my
generation has influenced the character and
best ’60s style, sipping Champagne, and
appearance of Goodwood, with much of
dancing with friends between the Spitfires
the estate staying true to its original form.
and Mustangs. “Give me Goodwood on a
There is perhaps nowhere on the estate
summer’s day, and you can forget the rest
more true of this than at Goodwood
of the world”, as described in the words of
House, surrounded in the beautiful
British racing driver, Roy Salvadori.
landscape of the Beech Forest, between
There’s absolutely no doubt that events
majestic cedars with its unique copperits
the
and
Revival
such as the Goodwood
grand columned
Festival of Speed, enjoyed by over 150,000 domed turrets and
portico, which are as beautiful to behold
visitors each year (during pre-COVID
as the paintings inside.
times), have propelled Goodwood into
The Front Hall of the house, built in
the worldwide spotlight, under the wellbackdrop for three
the
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serves
1800,
greatest
‘England’s
as
deserved accolade
paintings by George Stubbs of various
sporting estate’.
sporting scenes on the estate, including
More recently, however, I have seen
his famous ‘Racehorses Exercising at
Goodwood in another light, entirely away
over one of two
hangs
which
Goodwood’,
from the big crowds and spotlight, more
marble chimneypieces in the Regency
simply, as a beautiful escape away from
entrance.
the modern world. A place you can leave
There’s also the beautiful
your worries behind and recharge with
Anthony Van Dyck portrait of
woodland walks between ancient oaks,
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KINDRED
SPIRITS

openings of the year, The Fox at Oddington
Way discovers its extensive renovation retains its
charm – just with a few more foxy notches

From our own travel experiences to interviews
and hotel reviews, our tailored selection of
British Travel Journal inspired content is
distributed to loyal readers across multiple
platforms.

From heritage distilleries to family makers and new crafters,
Britain is brimming with master blenders and unique spiritstythat
at
are raising the bar. With creativity, legacy and sustainabili
their core, these distilleries are well worth hitting the road for...

Text by Jessica Way

Text by Chantal Haines

we sit there,

even have private access to the pretty walled garden...
‘Wesipping
a 'Punchy Fox' or two and playing cards until sundown’

kitchen.
The owners of Daylesford Organic Farm must have
known this six-bedroom 16th-century traditional inn would
be oh-so-welcomed into their Cotswolds family – and we all
know foxes thrive in the presence of rabbits, but I'm keen to
ask Ewan about how the two pubs rub along together.
t feeling
He explained that The Fox has a more laid-back countryabout to take
in anytime,
nd steak sourced pub vibe, welcoming locals and visitors to drop
while The Wild Rabbit is fine dining with an à la carte menu.
when I see a
And, with a complimentary chauffeur service offered to
er from nearby
hotel guests to take them between venues, I am tempted to
e's lending a

Authentic Travel Experiences

meet the maker

OTLIGHT

hand to the new team and we joke about the food being
more than just delicious, agreeing its ‘foxylicious,’ as per
the signage sketched into the beams framing the open-plan
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book at least one more night here – it’s the weekend, after
all. Then I remember I can’t, they are fully booked.
We stayed in The Den – a sumptuous dog-friendly suite, where
our Spanador knew she had hit the jackpot, making herself at
home in the sitting room with floor-to-ceiling windows.
It’s not so bad for us either: a four-poster bed, a roll-top
bathtub, Bamford toiletries, a minibar, and a private terrace.
We even have private access to the pretty walled garden,
complete with converted horsebox serving cocktails. Following
dinner we sit there, sipping a 'Punchy Fox' or two and playing
cards until sundown.
And while the Daylesford team didn’t need to be
cunning, they have certainly been crafty – bringing in a team
of incredibly skilled locals to apply centuries-old techniques
using sustainable materials (from reclaimed timber to
sheep’s wool from their own organic farm as the insulation).
The gardeners have been creative too – beautiful wildflowers
cover the restaurant roof, hedges have been shaped into
foxes and a large tree trunk has been sawn into a rustic bike

Silent Pool

Situated on the Albury Estate in the
heart of the Surrey Hills, the distillery
sits adjacent to its namesake, The Silent
Pool, a tranquil body of water that dates
back to The Ice Age. Distilled from 24
different botanicals, which are collected
where possible from the local area, Silent
Pool Gin uses Bosnian juniper berries,
liquorice root, cassia bark, orris, and
bergamot, alongside honey sourced from
a neighbouring beekeeper in its secret
recipe. The distillers work closely with
local farms and fruit producers in the
area and uses their leftover fruit to make
limited edition small batch gins including
blackberry and damson gin, apricot
aperitivo, and greengage gin. 

rack. Aesthetics touch on nature, with Hugo Guinness prints
hanging on the walls, and on the floor of our suite there is
beautifully decorated leaf-inspired painted artwork. Further
artistic flair pays tribute to the area's equestrian heritage,
with reclaimed stone water troughs as sinks, stable doors
restored as partitions, and grand portraits of thoroughbreds
and lines of vintage rosettes hanging in The Tackroom (the
more cosy bar area with inglenook fireplace, low beams and
antique furniture).
Daylesford Organic Farm, an ultra-trendy wellness hang-out
and foodie destination, is just one mile down the road; it's where
guests have access (and a 10% discount) to the cookery school,
garden tours and floristry workshops, as well as Bamford
Wellness Spa’s treatments and classes. Scan the QR code on
the back of the bedroom door – or simply follow the woodland
footpath past St Nicholas’s church and over the railway bridge.
It's a match made in heaven as well as Cotswold stone.
which
 Jessica Way was a guest of the Fox at Oddington,
has B&B doubles from £225, thefoxatoddington.com
BritishTravelJournal. com

BritishTravelJournal. com
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We communicate with our audiences
through the beautifully produced triannual
travel magazine, our interactive digital
magazine, the www.britishtraveljournal.com
website, social media platforms and
bi-monthly e-newsletters.
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WONDER
IN WALES

ET
ME
THE
CHEF

Sustainable cooking has never looked – or tasted
– this good. We speak to chef Adam Handling on
taking eco to new heights in Cornwall's Carbis Bay
and catering for presidents and prime ministers

of
Follow in the footsteps of the ancient Celts on an adventure
through
a lifetime in West Wales. Celtic Routes is an epic journey
and
the scenic counties of Carmarthenshire, Pembrokeshireworld
–a
Ceredigion. Feel enthralled by the wonders of our natural
region rich with wildlife, mountains and waterfalls. Feel inspired
alive
come
and
,
landmarks
historic
and
castles
ancient
the
by
exploring miles of pristine golden sand and spectacular vistas...
CELTIC ROUTES

CELTIC ROUTES

latest

Text by Jessica Way

TRAVEL NEWS

Text by Chantal Borciani

W

inding down the hill towards Carbis Bay Hotel & Estate, it’s
hard to picture a more perfect Cornish setting. The emerald
bay, glinting in warm shimmering sunshine, dominates the
vista as the horizon reveals itself like blue-green pages of a
homes
book falling open. The steep valley sides are dotted with white-washed
and Carbis Bay Hotel & Estate sits snug right in the
foliage
and verdant
of Cornish nooks.
cosiest
centre of this

As the nights draw in, be sure you have a late summer or autumnal
escape to look forward to. Here we provide some inspiration

coastal
Privacy is one of the hotel’s calling cards, not least because the luxury
were
boutique hotel hosted the2021 G7 Summit. The presidential motorcades
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it’s easy to
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of
beauty
world the
We, like Macron, Merkel, Johnson and friends, stayed in the extraordinary
makes
beachfront lodges. The chic, neutral-toned desirable residences wisely
the most of the sea views at every opportunity, spanning three sweeping
stone
floors. The hot tubs and roof terraces overlook the surf, and spiral
and 
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can
you
where
bedrooms
sumptuous
to
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lead
staircases
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Text by Jane Knight

A presidential enclave
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REGULAR FEATURES

One of the hottest hotel openings of the year, The Fox at Oddington
may be small but Jessica Way discovers its extensive renovation retains its
stylishly cute Cotswolds charm – just with a few more foxy notches
Text by Jessica Way
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MEET THE MAKERS...

BLACK
COW
PURE MILK VODKA

LUXURY ESCAPE...

ANOTHER
ACE
PL
ULLSWATER

Visiting farms deep in the West Dorset countryside, it’s not unusual
to discover examples of innovation meeting necessity. But would
you expect to find the world’s only vodka made from cows’ milk?
We meet the trailblazers responsible...

“

W

EST DORSET IS A GREAT place to visit, it’s a lovely
gentle landscape. But a lot of people drive past us or go
on to Cornwall, and there’s a lot to do here.” Paul Archard
(aka ‘Archie’), co-founder of Black Cow Vodka, is sitting
He
in the custom-designed Bar + Kitchen adjoining the distillery in Childhay.
of
casually reels off the outstanding cheese, cured meat and wine producers
creatives
the famed agricultural region; the flourishing arts scene; the local
the little
making knives and “amazing things out of metal”. But what about
set
“We
Barber?
project he has going with his dairy farmer neighbour, Jason
basically,”
do,
to
out
set
we
what
that’s
vodka,
best
out to make the world’s
chimes in Jason. “And we’re pretty much there, to be honest.”

from page 10

Majestic mountains, glistening lakes, cascading waterfalls,
and soft light over the fells, tarns and woods. Another Place,
The Lake, is perfectly situated on the shores of Ullswater to
enjoy this mesmerising setting and explore the wild.

Words | Karyn Noble

C

arole Bamford’s latest project, The Fox at
Oddington, was destined to amass attention

HOTEL NEWS

SELF-CATERING
AND GLAMPING

EXCLUSIVE USE

from page 16

from page 20

ATTRACTIONS during its 16-month revamp – and just three
AND EVENTS weeks after opening, not only had all the most

influential travel journalists been there already for the full
tour of the Grade-II-listed property, but the locals are now
turning out in their droves, visiting night after night – and
the atmosphere is electric.
I’m dining in the Saddle Room restaurant feeling
decadent with a glass of Rouge de Léoube, about to take
another mouthful of succulent Chateaubriand steak sourced
from a local Wiltshire farm, Stokes Marsh, when I see a
familiar face: Ewan Grant, General Manager from nearby
from sister
page hotel
22 The Wild Rabbit in Kingham. He's lending a

Travel News: a seasonal
look at the most exciting
hotel openings, latest
attractions, refurbishments,
destination news and more.
Interviews: from Michelin
star chefs to award-winning
artisans and designers in
the hospitality industry.
Hotel Reviews: readers
love our personal accounts
staying in some of the UK’s
most beautiful hotels.
Destination Features:
from skiing in the Highlands
to walking in the Cotswolds,
there are so many places to
discover in the UK.

Would you like to be
considered for one of
these features?
Tell us your news and we will
feature where possible:
 hello@britishtraveljournal.com

hand to the new team and we joke about the food being
more than just delicious, agreeing its ‘foxylicious,’ as per
the signage sketched into the beams framing the open-plan
kitchen.
The owners of Daylesford Organic Farm must have
known this six-bedroom 16th-century traditional inn would
be oh-so-welcomed into their Cotswolds family – and we all
know foxes thrive in the presence of rabbits, but I'm keen to
ask Ewan about how the two pubs rub along together.
He explained that The Fox has a more laid-back countrypub vibe, welcoming locals and visitors to drop in anytime,
while The Wild Rabbit is fine dining with an à la carte menu.
And, with a complimentary chauffeur service offered to
hotel guests to take them between venues, I am tempted to

Pictured from top Olea, p18; Roman Villa, p10; The Balcony Studio, p17; Hillside Hangouts, p21; Kinetic Glasshouse at Woolbeding
Gardens, p23
24 BritishTravelJournal.com

Our content is unique, providing readers with genuine inspiration for the best places to visit

Text by Jessica Way

T

here has been nothing stopping this
new hotel collection since they launched
Another Place, The Lake, six years ago.
From BBC appearances to training
celebrities to swim in the open water, and now the
recent launch of Outside, a collection of rooms and
spaces allowing guests to be even closer to nature,
yet with all the luxuries and amenities of the hotel
right there on their doorstep.
Situated in the spectacular natural landscape
of the Lake District – the UK’s largest UNESCO
World Heritage site – Another Place, The Lake
is an impressive Georgian property with a stylish
new contemporary wing, immaculately converted

à
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Click here to read our Travel News | Click here to read a Hotel Review

into a luxurious 40-bedroom hotel, including 10
family suites and 16 dog-friendly rooms. Open-plan
interiors and connecting spaces have been cleverly
designed with rustic materials and plenty of glass
making the most of the tranquil views. Guests can
relax in the library, unwind in the spa, and admire the
surrounding scenery from the restaurants, terraces,
balconies, garden hammocks and outdoor hot tub.
Set in 18 acres of national parkland with beautiful
gardens, a Victorian glasshouse, and their own
private jetty on the shore, there are plenty of activities
for hotel guests from stand-up paddleboarding to
kayaking and coasteering, writing workshops to yoga
on the lawn, to feel inspired by lakeside living. 
25
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MAGAZINE
Distribution and Reach

British Travel Journal is stocked in M&S,
Waitrose, WHSmith, WHSmith Travel and
independent stores, as well as being sent
directly by post to our magazine subscribers.
In addition to the paid copies British Travel
Journal is given free-of-charge to customers
of The White Company stores who spend over
£50, and available to guests in hundreds of
four- and five-star hotels and luxury holiday
accommodation throughout the UK.

British Travel Journal has
over 2,500 magazine
subscribers: helped
by partnering with fine
fragrance, bath and body
brand, Noble Isle, offering
free gifts inspired by the rich,
cultural heritage of
the British Isles.
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NIGHT-TIME RESERVE WALKS
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Discover our award-winning triannual travel magazine British Travel Journal,
printed on a luxury eco-friendly recyclable matt paper

WEBSITE

www.britishtraveljournal.com

Our website www.britishtraveljournal.com
features a curated selection of our magazine
travel features and latest news – the website
is also a platform for our readers to enter
our competitions, subscribe and buy the
magazine, and sign up to our British Travel
Journal newsletter.
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ADVERTORIAL OPPORTUNITIES
Full page and double page advertorials, competitions, and 3-4 page editorial features (usually following press stays) are
also available. Editorial copy for these pages can either be provided or written entirely by our copy-writers and will be
designed into our magazine house-style.
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GIFT GUIDE

Contents
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COOL WHITE
The White Company have all the holiday hits you need for
a smooth getaway

There’s no reason to stop travelling in the colder months especially with our carefully curated
selection of gifts for the adventurer

18
ECO-CONSCIOUS
Lovingly made gifts to help your loved ones become more
eco-conscious with their travel
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BOOK CLUB
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From buying someone a book of their own life story to the best of the latest travel guides,
full of inspiration when exploring the British Isles

FITNESS & HEALTH

British Boutique Hotels
Gina Jackson

Perfect for outdoor adventures, going to the gym, or
whatever moves you...
Published 14 October by
Hoxton Mini Press
£20 Hardback
ISBN: 978-1-914314-03-2

A sumptuous guide to Britain’s most sought-after
hotels, from country retreats to unique city stays.
This is an unashamedly simple and highly opinionated guide to
the very best boutique escapes in Britain. From the
Scottish Highlands to the Cornish coastline, we’ve scoured our
shores for the hotels that stand apart for their individuality, their
style, their character, their design, their food, and their offer of
all-out, no-holding-back luxury. Forget vaccine passports, baggage
limits and air miles: these are the places to take that much-needed,
post-lockdown break. Go out and enjoy them.

Need help with your artwork? We offer an in-house design service for advertisers

‘Britain is really rather marvellous indeed. It is brimming over
with breathtaking landscapes, eclectic architecture, sandy beaches,
innovative fine dining and awe-inspiring art. This is a guide to the best
places from which to explore its cities, its coast and its culture.’
– Gina Jackson, from the Introduction

Gina Jackson is a travel blogger and
photographer who, though a
proud Londoner, can more often be
found testing out hotel rooms
all over the country. A champion of
the great British staycation,
she shares her personal recommendations and honest critiques on
her Instagram @ginagoesto,
alongside working full time in tech.
Hoxton Mini Press is a small
indie publisher based in east
London. They are dedicated to
making beautiful, photography-led
books that are accessible, affordable
and playful.

BRITISH TRAVEL
Did you see our Travel Inspired
Christmas Gift Guide this year?
For further information about this book or to see a review copy, please contact:
Fiona Smith on 07831 193250 / fiona@smithandbaxter.co.uk
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